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ABSTRACT 
While architects trying to find a perfect coexistence mode between architecture 
and nature，many creative bionic architecture were setup, which also bring new 
challenges to structural engineers. Generally, a building is not a drawing, every 
component in the structure needs accurate space orientation during the construction. 
For example, for a biological form or shape grows in nature, find geometry 
equations to describe it accurately is a difficult problem. That’s to say, the 
mathematically modeling for bionic form is a very complex issue. Accurate 
mathematical models provide fundamental condition for structural analysis, accurate 
manufacture, and assemble of components. 
Following the review of successful examples of bionic architectures, this paper 
explored modeling methods for complex spatial bionic architectures and studies on 
pretreatment and connection methods of related structural design software according 
to the mathematically modeling and structural design for the Nautilus-Shaped concert 
hall in Xiamen, and completed the structural design. 
Firstly, to describe the Nautilus-Shaped concert hall, a precise geometric equation 
was needed. With MATLAB software, a series spatial shape equations mathematically 
formed a parameterized three-dimensional spatial model for discussion and completed 
a satisfactory appearance design. 
 The Nautilus-Shaped screw has a 60 meters wide caliber, 30 meters height, and 
with 15 meters cornice cantilevers. The structure of Nautilus-Shaped roof was build 
with steel trusses, covered with basketwork made of metal. Especially, the large 
span cantilevered spatial trusses structure at the widest part of the shell was designed 
to be restrained by two columns while one mainly support compression, the other 
support tensions to get plenty moment resistibility. The structural simulation 
employed MATLAB, three-dimensional CAD and steel structure design software 
3D3S. 
The experience and the discussion on the methods of mathematically modeling in 
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digital simulation of steel structure provided many practical suggestions to bionic 
shape building construction engineering. 
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1.2 结构仿生建筑类型总结与简介 

















体便是由碳元素形成的金刚石、石墨和 C60。其中 C60 是一种单纯由 60 个碳原


































中，爱尔兰教授 Weaire 和 Phelan 提出的一种构造模型到目前为止被认为是三
维空间最理想的构成。这种构造模型采用两种不同的单元体，14 面体和 12 面体。
14 面体中 2个面为六边形,12 个面为五边形，12 面体的所有面均为 5边形。“水
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